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A History of Video Games in 64 ObjectsDey Street Books, 2018

	Inspired by the groundbreaking A History of the World in 100 Objects, this book draws on the unique collections of The Strong museum in Rochester, New York, to chronicle the evolution of video games, from Pong to first-person shooters, told through the stories of dozens of objects essential to the field’s creation and...
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Inventor's Guide to Law, Business & TaxesNolo, 2003
Hungry for cash, John "Doc" Pemberton sold the world's most famous trade secret -- the formula for Coca-Cola, for less than $900. Charles Goodyear had a brilliant innovation -- rubber that could be used year-round. But Goodyear made many bad deals, failed to protect his patent rights and died in 1860 owing over...
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A Practical Guide to Managing Information Security (Artech House Technology Management Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This groundbreaking book helps you master the management of information security, concentrating on the proactive recognition and resolution of the practical issues of developing and implementing IT security for the enterprise. Drawing upon the authors' wealth of valuable experience in high-risk commercial environments, the work focuses on the need...
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Solidworks 2013 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A comprehensive resource packed with information for both beginners and advanced users


	SolidWorks is the leading 3D solid modeling software used in computer-aided design. It's powerful but not simple. This complete guide introduces beginners to the software but then goes far beyond, covering numerous details that...
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China’s Urban Construction Land Development: The State, Market, and Peasantry in ActionSpringer, 2019

	
		This book examines the nature and internal dynamics of China’s urban construction land (UCL) development, drawing insights from the recently developed theory of regional political ecology. Based on the author’s original research, it identifies two different types of UCL development in China, namely top-down, formal...
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Information SciencePrinceton Press, 2006
From cell phones to Web portals, advances in information and communications technology have thrust society into an information age that is far-reaching, fast-moving, increasingly complex, and yet essential to modern life. Now, renowned scholar and author David Luenberger has produced Information Science, a text that distills and explains...
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Persistence in the Enterprise: A Guide to Persistence Technologies (developerWorks Series)IBM Press, 2008
The Definitive Guide to Today's Leading Persistence Technologies

Persistence in the Enterprise is a unique, up-to-date, and objective guide to building the persistence layers of enterprise applications. Drawing on their extensive experience, five leading IBM® Web...
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Understanding Architecture Through DrawingTaylor & Francis, 2008
Here is philosophy of science the way it should be. In these pages some of the very best philosophers working today grapple with the big issues of metaphysics, language, and epistemology as they relate to science. This volume is a true introduction to a     

       This new edition is an introduction to design and graphic techniques...
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Beginning iOS Application Development with HTML and JavaScript (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	THE AMAZING SUCCESS OF THE IPHONE and iPad over the past four years has proven that

	application developers are now smack deep in a brave new world of sophisticated, multifunctional

	mobile applications. No longer do applications and various media need to live in separate silos.

	Instead, mobile web-based applications can bring...
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ManagementSouth-Western College, 2008

	MANAGEMENT, Fifth Edition, by Chuck Williams presents management theory and applications in an engaging narrative style that students will find both enjoyable and illuminating. Williams focuses on the most important management theories and concepts, enhancing and illustrating them with detailed examples and stories that pull students into the...
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The Sungod's Journey through the Netherworld: Reading the Ancient Egyptian AmduatCornell University Library, 2010

	"The ancient Egyptian sources come alive, speaking to us without seeming alien to our modern ways of thinking. Andreas Schweizer invites us to join the nocturnal voyage of the solar barque and to immerse ourselves, with the 'Great Soul' of the sun, into the darkness surrounding us. Here in the illustrations and texts of the...
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My Age of Anxiety: Fear, Hope, Dread, and the Search for Peace of MindKnopf, 2014

	A riveting, revelatory, and moving account of the author’s struggles with anxiety, and of the history of efforts by scientists, philosophers, and writers to understand the condition

	 

	As recently as thirty-five years ago, anxiety did not exist as a diagnostic category. Today, it is the most common form of...
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